THE ARYANS BECOME INDIANS       ;.     n
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In contrast to the naive naturalism of the Rig-Veda alixT
the religiosity of the Brahmanas these 'mystic teachings'
are full of grand intuitions of the One Reality; and they
teach definitely and clearly that so long as man fails to
realize it he is doomed to birth and death. It is to escape
the round of rebirth that all subsequent religious systems
in India and their philosophical teachings exist.
From the latest of the Vedic thinkers asking 'Who is the
One whom men call by different names ?' to the first of the
Upanishadic mystics, seeing the One Reality, is a great
step: and certain early seekers leave the crowded haunts
of men, and as Vanaprasthas, Forest-Dwellers, court this
Great Reality, This renunciation is the origin of Sannyasa,
and the Sannyasi—ascetic—is one of India's most charac-
teristic figures. The masses we may picture still worship-
ping their nature-gods, still offering sacrifice, still looking
back to the Holy Land of the north-west; but aboriginal
cults and the fear of hell have entered their souls and given
intensity to their worship. The beliefs of a matriarchal
people worshipping dark earth-goddesses have fused with
those of the patriarchal Aryans to make Indian religion.
The Aryans have become Indians—'Hindus'.
A great poet of this age has embodied in a mystery-play
the story of a boy who goes to the realm of King Death
and wrests from him the secret of Amritam, Immortality,
which is final escape from Samsara, transmigration. In
the Katha Upanishad the sage Vajasravasa of the Gautama
clan becomes a sannyasi, and at the boy's own request
'gives to Yama' his son Nachiketas: 'Father, to whom wilt
thou give me?' thrice the boy asked, and at last the father
spoke: 'To Death I give thee.' The boy replies,
Full many go this road, and hide their foce..,
What, pray, will Yama do with me to-day?
Like corn is mortal man: he springeth up,
And, dying, cometh again like corn to birth*
Here perhaps we have some early fertility ritual expressed,

